Part II—Section 2
Notifications or Orders of interest to a Section of the public issued by Secretariat Departments.

NOTIFICATIONS BY GOVERNMENT

HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE DEPARTMENT

DECLARED THE CORONA VIRUS DISEASE (COVID-19) AS A NOTIFIED DISEASE THROUGHOUT THE STATE OF TAMIL NADU UNDER THE TAMIL NADU PUBLIC HEALTH ACT.

[G.O.Ms. No. 95, Health and Family Welfare (P1), 13th March 2020, மா சேரி 30, மாசி மாதம் 30, மாசி 30, மாசி 30, மாசி 30, மாசி 30, மாசி 30, மாசி 30, மாசி 30, மாசி 30, மாசி 30, மாசியார் (2051).]

No. II(2)/HF/197(h)/2020.

In exercise of the powers conferred by Section 62 of the Tamil Nadu Public Health Act, 1939 (Tamil Nadu Act III of 1939), the Governor of Tamil Nadu hereby declares that Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19) is a notified disease in the State of Tamil Nadu for the purpose of Part II in Chapter VII of the said Act.

BEELA RAJESH,
Secretary to Government.